New RNA motifs suggest an expanded scope for riboswitches in bacterial genetic control
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The expression of certain genes involved in fundamental metabolism is regulated by metabolite-binding “riboswitch” elements embedded within their corresponding mRNAs. We have identified at least six additional elements within the Bacillus subtilis genome that exhibit characteristics of riboswitch function ( glmS, gcvT, ydaO/yuaA, ykkC/yxkD, ykoK, and yybP/ykoY). These motifs exhibit extensive sequence and secondary-structure conservation among many bacterial species and occur upstream of related genes. The element located upstream of the glmS gene in Gram-positive organisms functions as a metabolite-dependent ribozyme that responds to glucosamine-6-phosphate. Other motifs form complex folded structures when transcribed as RNA molecules and carry intrinsic terminator structures. These findings indicate that riboswitches serve as a major genetic regulatory mechanism for the control of metabolic functions in many microbial species.

Riboswitches are highly structured domains within mRNAs that precisely sense metabolites and control gene expression (1). These RNA elements are capable of binding to a variety of target compounds and subsequently modulating transcription and translation with performance characteristics that are similar to those of protein genetic factors. Typically, each riboswitch is composed of a conserved metabolite-binding domain (aptamer) located upstream of a variable sequence region (expression platform) that dictates the level of gene expression. Allosteric changes brought about by metabolite binding to the aptamer are harnessed by the expression platform to modulate the expression of the adjacent gene or operon. Riboswitches are versatile genetic control elements. In some instances, both transcription and translation control are used by the same aptamer class in the same prokaryotic organism (e.g., see ref. 2). Evidence also shows that riboswitches can use mRNA-processing events to modulate gene expression (3, 4).

The various metabolites that are detected by known riboswitches are of fundamental importance to living systems (5). On this basis, we have speculated that modern riboswitches might be the remaining representatives of an ancient metabolite-monitoring system that was present in the RNA World (5–9). The wide distribution of some riboswitch classes among microbes (e.g., see refs. 5 and 9–14) and the presence of metabolite-binding RNA domains in eukaryotes (4) support this hypothesis. Each of the seven classes of riboswitches reported (1, 5) was examined for metabolite-binding function because published genetic evidence showed that these elements were important for genetic control. Because the regulation of many metabolism genes has not been characterized in detail, it is possible that numerous other metabolite-binding RNA motifs exist in nature.

Riboswitches known to be present in prokaryotes are typically located in noncoding or intergenic regions (IGRs). Therefore, the examination of unusually long IGRs for indications of conserved sequence and secondary-structure elements should yield new riboswitch candidates. To identify such candidates, we created a database known as the Breaker Laboratory Intergenic Sequence Server (BLISS; http://bliss.biology.yale.edu) that integrates sequence similarity between IGRs from 91 microbial genomes with uniform predictions of gene functions and intrinsic transcription terminators. Examination of BLISS revealed many conserved sequence elements, including six new structural motifs in Bacillus subtilis (Table 1) that are candidates for previously unreported riboswitches.

Materials and Methods

Bioinformatics Strategies. The BLISS database and detailed methods are available on the internet (http://bliss.biology.yale.edu). IGRs with a minimum length of 30 nucleotides from 91 complete genomes were analyzed. Conservation between each B. subtilis IGR and other intergenic sequences was identified by BLASTN searches, and similar IGRs were pair-wise aligned by using the FASTA package to highlight additional conservation. For each genome, gene functions were assigned uniformly with the COG database (15), and intrinsic transcription terminators were predicted by a modified version of the program TRANSTERM (16). A web interface allows IGR sequence alignments and associated evidence of riboswitch function to be interactively viewed and annotated. Promising secondary-structure models were iteratively refined and extended by motif searching with the program QENESWIFFER (J.E.B. and R.R.B., unpublished algorithm) and additional BLAST searches.

Oligonucleotides and Chemicals. Synthetic DNAs were purchased and purified as described (2). Substrate RNA for the glmS ribozyme assays was chemically synthesized by Dharmacon Research (Lafayette, CO). Radiolabeled [γ-32P]ATP was purchased from Amersham Pharmacia. Glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P) and glucose-6-phosphate were purchased from Sigma. RNA molecules were prepared by transcription in vitro by using the appropriate PCR-DNA templates and RiboMAX transcription kits (Promega). Templates for transcription were PCR-amplified from chromosomal DNA extracted from B. subtilis strains (Bacillus Genetic Stock Center, Columbus, OH) 1A40 (used for preparation of yybP, ydaO, gcvT, and glmS), 1A210 (yuaA), and 1A234 (ykkC, yxkD, ykoK, and ykyF). The resulting purified RNAs were 5′-labeled with 32P by using methods similar to those described (17).

Ribozyme Assays and In-line Probing. Ribozyme assays were conducted with ~5 nM 5′-32P-labeled RNA substrate and were incubated for 5 min at 23°C in the presence of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5 at 23°C)/200 mM KCl/10 mM MgCl2/100 nM ribozyme and in the absence or presence of 100 μM effector as indicated for each experiment. Reactions were terminated with an equal volume of 2× gel-loading buffer [90 mM Tris base/90 mM borate/8 M urea/20% sucrose (wt/vol)/1 mM EDTA/0.1% This paper was submitted directly (Track II) to the PNAS office.

Abbreviations: BLISS, Breaker Laboratory Intergenic Sequence Server; GlcN6P, glucosamine-6-phosphate; IGR, intergenic region.
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Results protocol adapted from those described (2, 18). Dynamics). In-line probing assays were carried out by using a 20 mM. The products were separated by using denaturing 20%. was supplemented with EDTA to a final concentration of 100.

Nearly all known metabolite-binding riboswitches that usually disrupt an antiterminator stem and turns “off” expression (1). If the terminator is distant from the aptamer, then binding stabilizes a specific structure of the aptamer typically by inducing formation of one or more base-paired elements. If the binding stabilizes a specific structure of the aptamer typically by inducing formation of one or more base-paired elements. If the intrinsic terminators consisting of a distinctive base-paired stem followed by a run of U residues.

New Riboswitch Candidates. Each IGR from B. subtilis was subjected to sequence homology searching against other IGRs from the same organism and IGRs from 91 different prokaryotic genomes. Individual IGRs that met a specified level of similarity to a given IGR from B. subtilis were declared “hits,” and the sequences of all hits were aligned to form blocks of apparent nucleotide conservation. The resulting data were used to sort IGRs from highest to lowest numbers of hits, and every B. subtilis IGR in the BLISS database with at least five aligned IGRs was manually examined for evidence of regulatory elements.

Short IGRs or those that had extensive homology based on repetitive AT-rich elements were rejected as possible riboswitch candidates. Similarly, IGRs that had short conserved elements that were known or expected to be protein recognition elements also were rejected. In contrast, IGR alignments that had extensive sequence conservation with evidence of secondary structure formation were retained as candidates that required further investigation. In addition to rediscovering six of the seven known types of riboswitches in B. subtilis, this analytical approach provided 14 elements that have considerable sequence similarity and, in certain instances, obvious secondary-structure conservation. These elements were named according to the proposed gene that lies immediately downstream.

Two of the 14 elements (yrM and yciL) are reportedly small noncoding RNAs (22, 23) and therefore were not examined further in this study. Four of the elements (rplU, rplM, rplU, and rpsJ) occur immediately upstream of ORFs that encode various ribosomal proteins. We have chosen not to explore these candidates further in this study because precedent exists for protein-mediated feedback control of such mRNAs (24, 25). However, both the noncoding RNAs and the conserved elements associated with ribosomal protein genes have features that are consistent with riboswitches, and further studies to explore possible riboswitch function seem warranted. Two additional elements (ykb and ykbY) exhibit weak sequence and structural similarity. Although we have subjected these two elements to further biochemical analysis (see Figs. 4–11, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), they are the poorest candidates for new riboswitch motifs.

The six remaining elements (gcvT, glmS, ydaO, ykkC, ykoK, and yybP) have extensive sequence and apparent structural conservation (Fig. 1). With the exception of the glmS motif, these elements appear multiple times in certain organisms and therefore are likely to be indicative of previously uninvestigated genetic regulons (Table 1). Although some representatives of the six elements reside upstream of genes that encode for proteins with unknown or unconfirmed functions, others encode for biosynthetic or transport proteins. When the gene functions are predicted or confirmed, a striking correspondence occurs between a given element and the types of genes residing down-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RNA element</th>
<th>Num</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Reg</th>
<th>Gene functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>glmS</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>B/C, Fus</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>GlcN6P synthetase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcvT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>B/C, α, β, γ, Act</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Glycine cleavage system, Na⁺/alanine symporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ydaO/yuaA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>B/C, Act</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>K⁺ transporter, membrane metalloproteases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ykkC/ykkD</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>B/C, Cya, α, β, γ, e</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Multidrug resistance, N/S/B transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ykoK</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>B/C, β, γ, Act</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Divalent metal transporters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yybP/ykoY</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>B/C, Cya, α, β, γ, Act</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Cation transport ATPase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motifs are named for the initial gene of each downstream operon in B. subtilis. The number of sequence representatives (Num), evolutionary distribution, presence of an intrinsic terminator before downstream start codons in Gram-positive bacteria (Term), and predicted or known effect of metabolite binding by the RNA element on gene expression (Reg) are shown for each element. Bacterial classification abbreviations: B/C, Bacillus/Clostridium; α, α-proteobacteria; β, β-proteobacteria; γ, γ-proteobacteria; ε, ε-proteobacteria; Cya, cyanobacteria; Fus, fusobacteria; Act, actinobacteria. N/S/B, nitrate/sulfonate/bicarbonate.

Table 1. Characteristics of RNA elements that are riboswitch candidates in B. subtilis

SDS/0.05% xylene cyanoil FF/0.05% bromophenol blue), which was supplemented with EDTA to a final concentration of 100 mM. The products were separated by using denaturing 20% PAGE and analyzed by using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics). In-line probing assays were carried out by using a protocol adapted from those described (2, 18).
rapid self-cleavage activated by GlcN6P (3). The RNA has been split into separate “substrate” and “ribozyme” domains (Fig. 2B). The fragmented ribozyme is capable of rapidly cleaving its substrate only when GlcN6P is added to the reaction, whereas the closely related analog glucose-6-phosphate does not induce riboyme function. The ribozymes do not cleave the substrate molecules to completion in this assay, which is typical of such reactions conducted with synthetic substrates. However, the addition of adequate levels of GlcN6P to transcription assays results in near 100% processing, suggesting that riboyme processing in vivo is likely to be far more complete.

The glmS gene encodes glutamine/fructose-6-phosphate amidotransferase, the enzyme that produces GlcN6P. Deactivating mutations in the riboyme domain cause proportional derepression of a reporter gene fused to the glmS element (3). Therefore, the glmS riboyme also appears to serve as a riboswitch that turns off expression of the enzyme responsible for GlcN6P biosynthesis when sufficient amounts of this metabolite are present. The mechanism by which riboyme cleavage in the 5’ untranslated region of the mRNA leads to reduced gene expression remains to be determined. Overall, these findings demonstrate that bioinformatics approach used in this study can uncover previously uninvestigated riboswitches. Furthermore, these findings support the hypothesis that some of the remaining elements described herein could be “orphan” riboswitches whose metabolite targets might be established by further biochemical and genetic experimentation.

The glmS Element Is a Metabolite-Dependent Riboyme. The glmS element resides upstream of the monocistronic glmS gene in 18 Gram-positive organisms (Fig. 2A). During in-line probing, this RNA exhibits an extraordinarily high level of cleavage at a specific internucleotide linkage. The RNA has subsequently proven to be a metabolite-responsive riboyme that undergoes rapid self-cleavage activated by GlcN6P (3). The glmS riboyme also retains its function as a bimolecular construct wherein the RNA has been split into separate “substrate” and “ribozyme” domains (Fig. 2B). The fragmented riboyme is capable of rapidly cleaving its substrate only when GlcN6P is added to the reaction, whereas the closely related analog glucose-6-phosphate does not induce riboyme function. The ribozymes do not cleave the substrate molecules to completion in this assay, which is typical of such reactions conducted with synthetic substrates. However, the addition of adequate levels of GlcN6P to transcription assays results in near 100% processing, suggesting that riboyme processing in vivo is likely to be far more complete.

The glmS riboyme also appears to serve as a riboswitch that turns off expression of the enzyme responsible for GlcN6P biosynthesis when sufficient amounts of this metabolite are present. The mechanism by which riboyme cleavage in the 5’ untranslated region of the mRNA leads to reduced gene expression remains to be determined. Overall, these findings demonstrate that bioinformatics approach used in this study can uncover previously uninvestigated riboswitches. Furthermore, these findings support the hypothesis that some of the remaining elements described herein could be “orphan” riboswitches whose metabolite targets might be established by further biochemical and genetic experimentation.

The gcvT Element. The conserved element associated with the B. subtilis gcvT gene (renamed from yqhI on BLISS) conforms to one of two similar structural types (I and II) with distinctive 5’ and 3’ ends that flank a common central core (Figs. 1 and 3A). The element exhibits evidence of extensive structure formation in the 195-nucleotide RNA construct from B. subtilis (type I) that was subjected to in-line probing (Fig. 3C). Nucleotides 84–87 of gcvT could be paired as depicted (Fig. 3A), but they also are complementary to nucleotides 63–66 and insufficient
The absence (H11002) engineered to function as a bimolecular construct. (RNA transcript supports the formation of a pseudoknot between a genetic "off" switch. Structural probing of the corresponding stream of these two genes in unpublished data).

bind glycine with high selectivity (M.M., M.L., and R.R.B., gcvT pathways, including purine and methionine biosynthesis. The tetrahydrofolate derivatives involved in a variety of metabolic monophosphate. It may also be converted into other alkylated 2 methylene-carrying form of tetrahydrofolate can be used directly nia, and carbon dioxide by breaking down glycine (26, 27). This complex that produces 5–10-methylene-tetrahydrofolate, ammo-

The phylogenetic distribution, structural configuration, and function of the glmS RNA element. (A) Sequence alignment of the conserved element residing upstream of glmS gene homologs. Nucleotides shaded with purple, blue, green, and orange identify putative base-paired regions P1 through P4, respectively. Lowercase and uppercase letters of the consensus identify nucleotides that are conserved in 80% and 95% of the representatives, respectively. Nucleotides highlighted in red differ between the database sequence and that determined by the sequencing of clones for Bce and Bsu prepared by our laboratory. The organism and gene name are provided for each representative shown. Organism abbreviations: Bce, Bacillus cereus; Bha, B. halodurans; Bsu, B. subtilis; Cpe, Clostridium perfringens, Lpl, Lactobacillus plantarum; Lin, Listeria innocua; Oih, Oceanobacillus iheyensis; Sau, Staphylococcus aureus; Tte, Thermoaerobacter tengcongensis; Fnu, Fusobacterium nucleatum. (B) Sequence and predicted secondary structure of the glmS ribozyme that has been engineered to function as a bimolecular construct. (C) Metabolite-dependent ribozyme function of the conserved glmS element. Reactions were conducted in the absence (−) or presence (+) of ribozyme and 100 μM effector as indicated for each lane. Sub and Clv identify the substrate and 5′ cleavage product, respectively. Glc6P, glucose-6-phosphate.

The glmS element occurs most often upstream of the gcvTHP operon encoding the glycine cleavage system, a multisubunit complex that produces 5–10-methylene-tetrahydrofolate, amino-

covariation exists in the sequences to distinguish between these possibilities.

The gcvT element occurs most often upstream of the gcvTHP operon encoding the glycine cleavage system, a multisubunit complex that produces 5–10-methylene-tetrahydrofolate, amino-

The ydaO/yuaA element occurs upstream of these two genes in B. subtilis and has characteristics of a genetic “off” switch. Structural probing of the corresponding RNA transcript supports the formation of a pseudoknot between a conserved loop and a complementary sequence located downstream in the ydaO RNA, suggesting that this RNA also has a complex tertiary structure (Figs. 1 and 4–11). The ydaO gene product is a predicted amino acid transporter, whereas the protein products of the yuaA-yuhG operon constitute a K+ transporter and have been recently renamed KtrA and KtrB (29). The remaining genes appear to encode membrane metalloendopeptidases, cell wall-associated hydrolases, and oligopeptide transporters involved in remodeling the cell wall. B. subtilis strains defective in KtrAB are sensitive to sudden osmotic shock. Therefore, the ydaO/yuaA element could possibly respond to a specific osmoprotectant or might be responsive to a compound whose concentration changes during cell wall remodeling.

The ykkC/ykkD element. The ykkC/ykkD element is composed of a two-stem junction and a long 3′ conserved region that lacks obvious local secondary structure (Fig. 1). However, the 3′ conserved region always overlaps the GC-rich stem of a transcriptional terminator in Gram-positive organisms. We probed the full ykkC and ykkD leaders and a ykkC construct with the right-hand shoulder of the terminator stem deleted. In all three constructs, the 3′ conserved stretch of nucleotides displays reduced spontaneous cleavage. It is possible that this region is sequestered in the terminator stem when present, but can form an alternative structure when a portion of the stem is deleted.

The ykkCD operon produces a multidrug resistance efflux pump with a broad specificity (30), whereas the ykkD gene encodes a conserved protein of unknown function. In proteobac-
harmful environmental molecules.

on'' efflux pumps and detoxification systems in response to mixed gene functions is that the secondary metabolism (31). One possible interpretation of these appears to be involved in an uncharacterized reaction of secondary metabolism.

does not have the expected agmatinase or arginase function and gene. The Synechocystis speB gene affiliated with this element is found mainly upstream of genes classified into four groups. The first cluster includes E. coli ygjT and B. subtilis ykoY, which are similar to an E. coli gene (terC) that encodes a membrane protein with a poorly defined function related to tellurium resistance. The second group encodes a cation-transport ATPase, whereas the final two clusters are predicted to be membrane proteins (one includes E. coli yebN). No function has been assigned to the annotated B. subtilis yybP element remains obscure, although it appears to be a genetic “off” switch in response to a cellular compound that requires a metal ligand.

The ykbK/ykbD RNA element usually occurs upstream of an operon that encodes all three subunits of an ABC-type transporter related to nitrate/sulfonate/bicarbonate transport systems followed by two copies of a different uncharacterized gene. The Synechocystis speB gene affiliated with this element does not have the expected agmatinase or arginase function and appears to be involved in an uncharacterized reaction of secondary metabolism (31). One possible interpretation of these mixed gene functions is that the ykbK/ykbD element switches “on” efflux pumps and detoxification systems in response to harmful environmental molecules.

The ykbK Element. The ykbK motif is the most elaborate of the riboswitch candidates (Figs. 1 and 3B). A 221-nucleotide transcript of this region folds into a highly structured RNA (Fig. 3D). Genes downstream of ykbK elements are similar to those encoding a variety of divalent metal transporters including those specific for Mg$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$, Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, and Fe$^{2+}$. Although it is difficult to assign precise functions for transporters based on protein sequence similarity alone, all the regulated gene products probably transport only a single metal. It seems unlikely that such a large RNA would be necessary to sense an easily bound divalent metal, and so a more complex metabolite target might be involved. For comparison, the coenzyme B$_{12}$ riboswitch carries the most complex of all known natural aptamers and is involved in regulating cobalt transporters in some bacteria (14, 32). This arrangement ensures that cobalt transport matches the demand of coenzyme B$_{12}$ for its obligatory cobalt ligand. Perhaps a similar genetic logic applies to the ykbK element. It could serve as an “on” switch in response to a cellular compound that requires a metal ligand.

The ykbP/ykbY Element. The ykbP/ykbY element is the most common and widely distributed of the six riboswitch candidates and the only one at this time that is also detected in Escherichia coli (Table 1). In-line probing confirms the existence of a complex RNA structure that is consistent with the secondary-structure model. The ykbP/ykbY element resides upstream of two separate monocistronic transcripts in B. subtilis and E. coli and is found mainly upstream of genes classified into four groups. The first cluster includes E. coli ygbT and B. subtilis ykbY, which are similar to an E. coli gene (terC) that encodes a membrane protein with a poorly defined function related to tellurium resistance. The second group encodes a cation-transport ATPase, whereas the final two clusters are predicted to be membrane proteins (one includes E. coli yebN). No function has been assigned to the annotated B. subtilis ykbP reading frame from sequence similarity. One associated gene from Corynebacterium glutamicum is suggestively similar to an arsenite efflux pump. Thus, the possible metabolite target for the ykbP/ykbY element remains obscure, although it appears to be a genetic “on” switch in B. subtilis.

Discussion

In this study, we used sequence analysis to identify conserved elements within the IGRs of various microbial species. Similar approaches to identify regulatory motifs in B. subtilis differ from BLISS primarily in their definitions of sequence similarity and
the amount of comparative information from other genomes they include. One typical method for predicting transcription-factor-binding sites identifies overrepresented dimer motifs consisting of two sequence words of four to five bases separated by 3–30 bases within B. subtilis intergenic regions (33). A second standard method identifies phylogenetically conserved elements heuristically extended from exact 3 base sequence matches in pairwise alignments of B. subtilis, Bacillus halodurans, and Bacillus stearothermophilus IGRs occurring upstream of orthologous genes (34). BLISS finds matches between all IGRs in 91 complete bacterial genomes to B. subtilis IGRs by using BLASTN and then assembles pairwise alignments to the B. subtilis IGR into a multiple-sequence alignment. Unlike the other methods, it was designed as a tool for the manual enumeration of promising motifs and does not assign statistical scores to conservation. Instead, the electronic interface displays these predictions of gene functions and intrinsic transcription terminators along IGR alignments. An integrated tool allows collaborative annotation of promising intergenic regions as they are examined and as secondary structure models are developed.

Considerable overlap occurs between the regulatory-site predictions of these three methods. In BLISS, riboswitches, T boxes (35), and Fur protein-binding sites (36) dominate B. subtilis IGRs with the most aligned sequences, although some other protein-binding sites are apparent. The predictions of the dimer motif method (33) are largely complementary. It accurately captures sigma- and transcription factor-binding sites but does not detect the 15-bp Fur site and only discovers a single motif within the extended sequences of T boxes. Phylogenetically conserved element predictions (34) are intermediate between these extremes. This approach detects protein-binding sites and covers the conserved portions of several known riboswitches and T boxes with multiple phylogenetically conserved elements. In general, the use of BLASTN searches to identify similarity introduces a bias toward finding longer sequence motifs that are more typical of riboswitches than protein-binding sites. We have expanded on the sequence homology search results by the iterative application of phylogenetic sequence analysis along with an algorithm that merges sequence and structural constraints to identify additional representatives. This combination of search strategies is particularly effective at identifying larger motifs in their entirety, such as riboswitches and other RNA-mediated genetic control systems like T boxes.

We have confirmed that one motif, the conserved element residing upstream of the glmS gene, is a metabolite-responsive ribosome whose activity affects gene expression (3). Of the five other top riboswitch candidates examined in greater detail, all exhibit a high level of structure formation, even in regions that are not predicted to form secondary structure. Each motif occurs upstream of related genes in diverse bacterial species. These findings suggest that these elements are expressed as RNA and that the resulting structures are of biological relevance. Riboswitches appear to represent a major form of genetic control once transcription has been initiated. If these new motifs represent previously uninvestigated metabolite-binding RNAs, then the list of different riboswitch classes in modern organisms would expand substantially.
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